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INTRODUCTION
Synergy International Contact Centre is a privately-owned business that has 

been operating in Durban since 2014 and having started with 10 employees we 

now have 700 colleagues working with us across two sites.

With a foundation in delivering compliant marketing and customer acquisition 

solutions, in 2016 Synergy Ltd created a formal partnership with the Directors 

of Synergy International Contact Centre representing their interests in the UK 

and creating an end-to-end sales and customer support solution for our clients.

Synergy has rapidly established itself as a leading call centre delivering high 

quality services and minimising costs without compromising quality. 

South Africa has one of the fastest growing call centre industries in the world 

and boasts a world-class telecommunications network and I.T. infrastructure 

as well as a large pool of highly-skilled and educated workers. This combination 

enables us to offer significant cost savings compared with onshore operations.

We have access to a great pool of local talent who we can onboard as required 

so offer a flexible and scalable solution to support whatever size of challenge 

your business has.

Serving a range of industries we already successfully work with five UK 

utilities on their customer service and customer support. We are delighted 

that recently our customer service capability has enabled three of our energy 

clients reach the top seven of the Which? 2018 Customer Service Report, for 

energy suppliers.

This brochure provides an overview of the services that our team are proud to 

provide, and we would be pleased to discuss how our solutions could benefit 

your business. 

Lionel Thain

Chief Executive Officer

Synergy Outsourcing
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Operating from our Centre of Excellence 

based in Umhlanga, near Durban, South Africa, 

Synergy Contact Centre provides a range of 

flexible end-to-end customer support solutions 

across a variety of sectors including utilities, 

broadband and financial products. 

Our 700 people are all full-time employees of 

which over 400 work within our “Energy Centre 

of Excellence”.

Synergy Outsourcing is our UK arm and 

this combination provides the optimum 

outsourced solution with the benefits of 

offshore accessed through a UK commercial 

operation and account management.  

Why outsource offshore?
Most UK customer service operations suffer 

from high levels of staff attrition, which drives up 

cost and compromises service level consistency. 

Outsourcing customer services operations with 

Synergy enables businesses  to focus on their 

core competencies, maximise process efficiency 

and reduce operational costs.

Why South Africa?
South Africa is not only recognised as having 

one of the fastest growing call centre industries 

ABOUT SYNERGY CONTACT CENTRE 
AND SYNERGY OUTSOURCING

in the world, but it’s also where working in the 

contact centre industry is a career of choice for 

the local highly skilled and educated population. 

This results in exceptionally low staff attrition 

rates. 

With English as an accent neutral first language 

and minimal time difference, Durban has a 

natural cultural alignment with the UK and 

benefits from a world class telecommunications 

network and IT infrastructure.  

There is a significant difference in labour 

rates and overheads between the UK and 

South Africa which when combined with the 

skilled workforce and modern infrastructure 

enables a high quality of customer service at a 

reduced cost.

DURBAN

CAPE TOWN PORT ELIZABETH

PRETORIA

JOHANNESBURG

BLOEMFONTEIN
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OUR SERVICES

PEOPLE AND
CULTURE

Our source of people

How we train

Culture and values

OPERATIONAL 
FOCUS

Performance standards

Planning process

Workforce management

SYSTEMS, TECHNOLOGY
AND DATA

Information and data 
protection

IT and disaster recovery
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• Maximise new sale conversions

• Improve service levels 

• Maintain and where possible delivering a 

higher grade of service 

• Increase first call resolution 

• Reduce complaints 

• Achieve quality and compliance levels of 95%

Synergy provides a comprehensive range of 

customer service solutions.

Inbound Customer Services
Our inbound customer support teams operate 

across multi-channels and will receive incoming 

calls, emails and manage LiveChat for existing 

and prospective Direct Debit and Pre-

payment customers.

• New customer sales

• Switching help for new customers

• New products and additional services

• Billing queries for incorrect and estimated bills

• Meter reads and disputes 

• Technical support

• Domestic and business change of address

• Direct Debit and Pre-payments collections 

and changes 

• Annual account reviews assessing actual or 

estimated consumption 

• Smart Meter installation appointments

• Debt management and refunds

• General enquiries

VOICE
Our inbound agents understand 

that helping customers is 

fundamental to building loyalty. With minimal 

call waiting and highly efficient handling times 

we provide a cost-effective voice solution, with 

a focus on first call resolution.

EMAIL
Many customers prefer to 

communicate by email therefore 

our agents are equipped to respond accordingly. 

Speed of response is critical and we treat each 

enquiry with the priority and care that your 

customers expect.

LIVECHAT
Your customers expect both speed 

and accuracy of response and 

our LiveChat enables instant help and 

support in real-time, enhancing your brand 

reputation.

Our technical engine is easily integrated and 

identifies hot topics, enabling predefined 

content and proactive chats to encourage 

additional sales. With a range of operational 

and business reports we can monitor the 

effectiveness of the engagement solution 

optimising chat performance.

Whilst we offer a complete range of inbound 

activities for UK energy suppliers, we tailor our 

service according to requirements considering 

processes and system infrastructure. 

Our implementation and training plan will 

establish formal requirements.  

  

Each channel is underpinned by agreed KPIs, 

typically our focus on inbound activity is to:
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ENROLMENT & REGISTRATION 

Customer Support  (Back Office)
The longer customers remain frustrated, the 

more likely they will leave, with the consequent 

impact on your reputation.

Throughout the customer journey, the 

effectiveness of the customer experience is 

directly impacted by the efficiency and quality 

of the customer support teams.  Synergy offers 

a range of customer support solutions.

BILLING

CUSTOMER & METER DATA MANAGEMENT COMPLAINT MANAGEMENT

INDUSTRY DATA

PROBATE, MANAGEMENT OF ISSUES

DEBT

CHANGE OF OWNERSHIP

The resource consumed by your support 

functions far outweighs that of the ‘front office’ 

contact centre with around 25% of front office 

queries directly resulting from inefficiencies in 

customer support processes.  

This creates not only a cycle of despair for your 

frustrated customers and your in-house teams 

but also results in significant increases in cost. 
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Arrears Recovery
We offer a range of arrears recovery functions, 

tailored to requirements.

• Establishing why the debt is outstanding 

and liability 

• Customer segmentation by age and 

payment type

• Managing disputes, queries or change 

of address

• Outbound collections calls 

• Prompting inbound calls by email and

SMS campaigns

• Agreeing repayment plans

• Payment processing using client or  

stand-alone platform 

• Focus on Direct Debit conversion

We are trusted to provide secure, accurate and 

compliant collection services and generate 

significant recovery levels in highly regulated 

sectors. Our Agents are highly trained in both 

soft and technical skills that ensures that while 

engaging with your customers they will always:

• Exhibit empathy 

• Recognise and respond to customer

vulnerabilities in line with the industry 

guidelines and brand values 

• Be aware that their primary role is to 

recover debt!

Customer Retentions
Attracting new customers is significantly 

more expensive than retaining them, 

therefore Synergy offers a range of inbound 

or outbound activities tailored to your specific 

retention objectives using our multi-channel 

customer retention products and services.

Smart Metering Appointments
We have considerable experience working 

on behalf of UK energy companies delivering 

significant volumes of Smart Meter 

installation appointments. 

Working within the client system 

infrastructure Synergy will contact 

customers in order to arrange appointments 

to install Smart Meters. The call activity 

would be determined between the client 

and the Synergy team managers along with 

the geographical availability of installation 

operatives. 

Customer Acquisition and 
Product Sales
Our multi-skilled teams are uniquely 

placed to provide the requisite knowledge 

and experience, and we would create an 

acquisition strategy and process specifically 

to support your business. 
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Synergy’s people are quite simply our greatest 

asset.

We have a robust recruitment process ensuring 

we only employ the best team members who 

will then benefit from our continuous training 

and development programmes. Our ethos is 

that our people are your people; an extension 

to your business and not just an outsourced 

team. 

Throughout their career at Synergy we 

develop our people through our “Four Pillars 

of Success”.

Governance
We offer both UK and South African based 

account management with regular operational 

meetings via conference call or Skype scheduled 

to requirements.  We recommend monthly, 

quarterly and annual business reviews including 

both teams and quarterly face to face meetings 

as required.

Our People, Training and Culture
PEOPLE AND CULTURE

THE GOLDEN MILE, DURBAN, SOUTH AFRICA

USHAKA PIER, DURBAN, SOUTH AFRICA

PERFORMANCE

CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE

LEARN, EVOLVE, SEEK & IMPLEMENT

CULTURE & CARE
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Our source of talent
TALENT SOURCING Recruitment Partners

Job Consultants

Employee referral 

Job Portals /Social Media 

Job Fairs

Recruitment Centre open days 

Partnering with educational institutes 

Dedicated local hiring teams 

HOW WE SELECT 
OUR PEOPLE

Candidate profiling and screening 

Dedicated training resource for selection 

Attention to detail

Communication & written skills 

IT skills 

Teamwork & problem solving 

Motivation level  & Self directing skills 

Experience, expertise and knowledge 

Voice, Face-to-face screening

Role play 

Analytical and decision making

REFERENCES Credibility 

DBS screening 

General Health 

Job Profiling 

Process specific skills / Competencies 

Suitability for employment 

Expectations 

Role and responsibility defined 

Salary description and pre Induction
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Training
Great performance comes from a great team, 

which is coached to succeed.  We identify 

and prepare our people to become leaders; 

from agents to supervisors, from supervisors 

to leaders and from leaders to managers and 

directors.

We believe in coaching our people and use 

personal development plans to help them 

learn and evolve. We want to maximise their 

potential to benefit our clients and improve 

themselves.  We create bespoke teams, trained 

specifically to our client needs.

Our training process is fully managed in 

house and as part of our planning we send our 

training teams to the UK to understand your 

operations, culture and values.

OUR APPROACH In house training 

Sales focused 

Tailored materials 

Graduate glide path

Competency Frameworks

Knowledge database 

Sales and Soft Skills

Call listening 

Client Product and Processes

Types of Customer

Role Plays

HOW WE DO IT Group workshops
Feedback and coaching 
Live calls
Competence monitoring
Group/Individual sessions

Weekly actions / Hot Topics 
Pre shift briefing
121 coaching and feedback
Call Listening – good calls
QA workshops

WHERE WE FOCUS Data Protection
Compliance 
Quality Assurance
Be the Customer
Email training

Q & A session
Contract Renewals
Telephone Handling System
CRM Training

OUR CHECK POINTS Learning Validation
Mock call sign off
Daily competence checks
121 and reviews 
Quality and compliance call monitoring

BUSINESS AS USUAL Project plan 
Continuously develop
Energy training experts 
Soft launch
Graduation Bay 

Glide path targets 
Staggered delivery Stabilise 
Manage attrition
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Training Plan

Client 
briefing

Client 
orientation Recruitment

Client familiarisationSector familiarisation

Sales 
techniques

Sales 
techniques

Importance 
of customer 

service

Importance 
of customer 

service

Service 
provision 
training

Project 
training

IT System 
familiarisation

Adherence to 
compliance

Testing/
training in 
practice

Team go live
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OUR BUSINESS CULTURE & VALUES 

KEEP IT REAL

BE BRAVE
HAVE HEART

CE
LE

BRATE

Recognise and celebrate your achievements 

and the achievements of others.

Be proud of what you achieve. 

Recognition is incredibly important.

Let’s celebrate success

It’s all about Care for our customers.

Care for your peers and those that work 

around you.

Care for you – your results, your development 

and your goals. 

At Synergy we are fully committed to providing 

the best possible working environment for our 

people and also fostering a culture that underpins 

our business, supporting their development and 

retention in our modern facilities.

We go that extra mile to create a culture 

underpinned by our core values that 

positively encourages engagement from all 

our people.

Demonstrate honesty and integrity 

to customers, peers and partners.

Show empathy to our customers and 

demonstrate you are human. 

Be ethical  and always optimist ic 

in your contact.

Try new things 

Be bold and don’t be afraid of change 

Be open and curious
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OUR OPERATIONAL FOCUS

Quality and Compliance
In Durban we have a dedicated team 

responsible for monitoring quality and 

compliance standards using real-time 

analysts and  provide you with direct access 

to all Agents’ calls for ongoing monitoring.

All calls are recorded, and Agents are 

monitored using a risk-based approach and 

we recommend regular calibration sessions 

between Synergy and our clients’ quality teams 

to ensure consistency. 

Recorded calls are stored for a minimum of 24 

months or as required.

We use Customer Satisfaction and NPS 

measures to measure customer experience 

and enable effective benchmarking.

• Operational engagement

• Identify demand drivers; marketing activity, 

sales campaigns, product launches etc.

• Capacity and budgetary planning - 

recruitment activity

• Generate contact forecasts and required 

resource -  recruitment triggers 

• Optimising schedules

• Analysis and recommendations to 

improve performance

We provide daily sales and service dashboards 

and our reporting is tailored to your needs in 

both format and frequency.

Our management information provides valuable 

insight into your business, as well as creating 

a clear roadmap for product improvements, 

customer experience enhancement and an 

innovative approach to problem-solving; a 

truly versatile solutions tool to enhance your 

business.

Our planning process
We have extensive experience managing 

outsourcing transitions and work shoulder 

to shoulder with your team to devise and 

implement a bespoke transitional plan. 

As part of our onboarding process we agree 

short, medium and long-term plans tailored to 

your goals and continuously reviewed.

Performance Standards 
(KPIs) and Reporting
We will agree specific KPIs and we expect to 

work to both minimum and target standards and 

employ an efficient, creative and flexible resource 

planning team to report on performance.
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Our Work Force Management 
Operating Model

Client expectations and business 

requirements

Understand current work force issues

Technology (known and unknown)

Gather historical data, analyse trends 

and factor operational hours

Agent behaviour and impact

Determining metrics and 

performance measures

Create roles to carry out 

operational tasks (planning)

Understand people’s skill sets  

and capabilities

Staffing/Scheduling accordingly

Daily communication between 

Operations and Real Time

Provide real time support

Productive and well-structured 
environment, to ensure a successful 
running operation
Fast and clear communication between 
clients (service delivery) and operations
Support function creating visibility 
across areas 
Responsiveness to change and open 
to positive criticism
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Information and Data 
Protection
Synergy Outsourcing  adheres to all 

UK and SA industry guidelines and has 

strict quality and compliance processes 

in place to ensure these guidelines 

are met. 

Due to the international structure of 

our business all our operations are fully 

compliant with EU Data Protection (GDPR) 

regulations with an accredited GDPR 

specialist on site in both London and Durban. 

All personal data is stored within the UK 

on a Connex One platform with controlled 

access by our Durban operation. 

Synergy takes all appropriate technical 

and organisational measures to prevent 

unauthorised or unlawful processing of 

personal data, accidental loss or destruction 

of, or damage to personal data. 

Information Technology 
and Disaster Recovery
Our IT infrastructure has been created to 

ensure minimal to zero disruption to day-to-day 

operations, which is crucial to enable smooth 

transitions.  

We have multiple tier one carriers back to 

the UK, all necessary fail overs, and a robust 

business continuity plan. Our connectivity is 

extremely stable and reliable, and we work with 

cloud based/virtual technology platforms.

Our UK based Connex One platform provides 

a unified data driven, omni-channel customer 

communication platform. We are happy  to 

demonstrate the Connex One platform to 

prospective clients and clients alike.

We operate from two sites in Durban ensuring full 

physical back-up supported by a comprehensive 

business continuity plan. All operating systems 

are cloud based.

SYSTEMS, TECHNOLOGY AND DATA
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 Environment
At our contact centre we strive to make 

environmental sustainability intrinsic to how 

we conduct our business. 

We are committed to reducing the negative 

environmental impacts of our own activities, 

and are committed to understanding, 

measuring, improving and communicating 

our environmental performance and engaging 

management and staff in this process. 

 Response Time Frames
All urgent issues will be responded to 

immediately with a  time frame  for investigation/

resolution provided.   

Business as usual requests, such as call 

recording requests, feedback on a customer 

complaint and general enquiries will be 

responded to within 24 hours.  We aim to 

respond and resolve customer complaints 

within a 24-hour time frame.

GENERAL

 General Account Management
General account management issues will 

be managed by the Team Manager or 

Campaign Director with an escalation to 

Operations Director.

UMHLANGA PIER, DURBAN, SOUTH AFRICA

UMHLANGA LIGHTHOUSE, DURBAN, SOUTH AFRICA

 Hours of Operation
Whilst our standard hours of operation are 

Monday to Friday 8:00am to 8:00pm and 

Saturday mornings, our operating hours are 

flexible to suit our clients. Typical service hours 

vary according to client requirements; however, 

we are able to provide a 7-day service of up to 

12 hours per day.  

DOWNTOWN DURBAN, SOUTH AFRICA
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THE TEAM

ANDY McKINLAY
Andy joined Synergy as Operations Director and is now Site Director with 

responsibilities across all operational and customer service functions. 

Andy has over 18 years’ leadership experience in contact centres running 

large blue-chip accounts both onshore and offshore with a valuable blend of 

operational knowledge, business development and stakeholder management 

LIONEL THAIN
AS CEO of the UK operation, Lionel has been providing switcher data 

and call centre services to the energy industry for over 20 years working 

with the Big Six utilities, challenger brands and start-ups.

He was heavily involved in the planning, strategy and set up of a UK energy 

supplier, providing know-how for building their website and developing 

their marketing, PR, Social Media, SEO, Direct Mail and Door Drop activities. This resulted in the 

acquisition within two years of 250,000 customers.   His in-depth knowledge of the marketplace 

led him to publish many well-received comprehensive industry market research reports.

DEREK WARNER
As owner and managing partner of Synergy Contact Centre in South 

Africa Derek (Des) has over 20 years’ experience in managing and 

directing large scale multi-site sales and service centres in the UK and 

South Africa. He has a proven track record of building and developing 

high performance teams to deliver operational excellence, customer 

and client satisfaction and profitable sustainable growth in highly competitive and regulated 

environments.  Over eight years’ experience of working in the BPO sector in South Africa building 

sales and service teams for UK clients.

skills. He has diverse industry experience and ensures projects land and deliver against targets.
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IVAN SOUTHALL
Ivan our Commercial Director is a Qualified Chartered Accountant 

and has a superlative knowledge of data protection legislation having 

been involved in the legal and compliance side of the data industry 

since 1996.  He has been instrumental  in sett ing up the legal 

structure and data protection compliance requirements for UK 

energy supply businesses.

STEVE CRIPWELL
Steve brings a wealth of experience to the role of Chief Operations 

Officer to ensure that clients receive a premium service.  His background 

in marketing, account management, supply chain roles and extensive 

experience of working with outsourced service providers give him 

valuable insight into every aspect of our services. 

LARA HARKINS
Lara, as our UK based Client Services Director, has worked in 12 

different roles across five energy companies since 1994. As a 

result Lara  has acquired a significant depth of knowledge into 

how the energy industry operates.   

She has held sales, marketing, business change and customer 

TOBY SELVES
With his experienced team our Director of Business Development Toby 

has, for 16 years, managed day-to-day operations concentrating on lead 

generation and data management via in-house and external call centres.   

He has a wealth of knowledge across many consumer markets and has 

particular insight into the Utility and Telecom sectors.  

operations positions in utilities including British Gas, Npower, Ecotricity and Octopus.  

Lara’s knowledge of  customer service experience has enabled customer- led 

transformational change and operational improvement across numerous organisations 

within highly regulated environments.
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LONDON

20 Victoria Street 

London | SW1H 0NB

United Kingdom

www.synergyoutsourcingltd.co.uk

DURBAN (HEAD OFFICE)

1 Holwood Park | 5 Canegate Road

La Lucia Ridge Office Estate | 4320

Durban | South Africa

www.synergycontactcentre.com

TUGELA FALLS, uKHAHLAMBA-DRAKENSBERG PARK, SOUTH AFRICA

Contacts:

Toby Selves - 07917 220828 - toby.selves@synergyoutsourcingltd.co.uk

Steve Cripwell - 07831 282777 - steve.cripwell@synergyoutsourcingltd.co.uk
© 2020 Synergy Outsourcing Limited


